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(dear when you smiled at me) I heard a melody it haunted

(me from the start) something inside of me started a
Symphony zing! Went the strings of my heart
Symphony zing! Went the strings of my heart
Symphony zing! Went the strings of my heart

It was like a breath of spring
I heard a robin sing about a
It was like a breath of spring
I heard a robin sing about a
It was like a breath of spring
I heard a robin sing about a

Nest set a part
All nature seemed to be
In perfect
Nest set a part
All nature seemed to be
In perfect
Nest set a part
All nature seemed to be
In perfect
Harmony zing! Went the strings of my heart your eyes make skies seem blue again—what else could I do again but keep repeating.

Through again I love you love you I still recall the thrill.
I guess I always will, I hope t'will never depart
Dear with your lips to mine, a rhapsody divine
Zing! Went the strings of my heart
Zing! Went The Strings Of My Heart
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Piano

\[\begin{align*}
34 & \quad F^7 & Bb^7 & Eb & Abm^5 & Eb & Fm^7 & Bb^7 & Eb & Abm^7 & Eb & Fm^7 & Bb^7 \\
40 & \quad Eb & Eb & Am^7 & D^7 & Gm & F^7 & Bb^9 & Bb^7 & Bb^9 & Bb^7 & Eb \\
46 & \quad Cm & & & & & Fm & & & & Bb^7 \\
52 & \quad Ab & & & & & Abm & & & & Eb/Bb \\
58 & \quad F^7 & Bb^7 & Eb & F^3 & E^3 & E^3 & D^3 & Db & Ab^7 \\
66 & \quad \text{VOCAL} & \quad & & & & & & & & & \\
\end{align*}\]
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Guitar
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V.S.
27 Cm

52 Ab Abm

57 Eb/Db F7 Bb7 Eb F9 E9 Eb9

62 D9 Db9 Ab7

67 Db VOCAL Bbm Ebm

72 Ab7 Gb

77 Gbm Db/Ab Eb7 Ab Bbm/Ab

82 Bb/Ab Ab7 Db Bbm

87 Ebm Ab7 Gb

92 Gbm Db/Ab Eb7/Bb Ab+7

97 Db Gbm Db Ebm7 Ab7 Dbmaj7 Db6 Ebm7 Ab7
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Drums

Zing! Went The Strings Of My Heart

Drums
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